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ABSTRACT

Paper reviews some radiative caracteristics of "hot particles" (HP) - a
particulate fraction of the Chernobyl fallout. The work Is based mostly on
results of HP investigations of the Warsaw group. A classification of hot
particles In their y-activity contents as well as some suggestions about
possible mechanisms of their formation are provided. A comparison between
activities of the Chernobyl hot particles and the ones from nuclear weapon
tests of the early 60-ties Is made.

Some comments on health detriment caused by HPs are Included.

"Hot particles" (HP) - tiny objects of the pm-dimensions have quite a

long history, common with other Issues of or "nuclear age". They were

observed for the first time as early as i 1949, (11 and thoroughly

Investigated later on, especially In years at- and just after the highest

pitch In nuclear weapon tests 1962-65). The revival of the topic came upon

after the Chernobyl accident and early discovery of hot particles In the

fallout, 2 In Poland two fairly large sets of hot particles were analysed

by research groups In Krakow and Warsaw (65 and about 200 HPs,

respectively). collected mostly In the North-East part of the country,

[3-61. It has been established In these studies (and confirmed by studies of

HP9 found In other parts of Europe) that there are generally only two types

of Rps:

- "fuel-like" objects ("B" type HPs) consisting of several medium

half-life 7-actIve Isotopes 95 Nb, 95 Zr, 103 Ru, 106 Ru, 134 CB, 141 Ce,

144 Ce)

and

.A" type HPs - consisting predominantly of 7-active 103 Ru,

106 Ru-Rh as well as Mo, Tc, Pd and Fe, N.

Fig. 1, 141 brings forward basis for the HP classification. The relative
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contents of ruthenium is a factor which can discriminate between the two

types. In Fig. I one can also notice
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difference between the corresponding average total radloactivitles (see

below).

Concerning constituency and production of hot particles there is an

overall agreement that "B" type particles are formed of nuclear fuel

dispersed Into the atmosphere during the accident. The relative amounts of

Isotopes present In these HPs are generally similar to the Inventory of the

reactor core (this group of HPs contains also, In addition to 13-7 Isotopes,

small amounts of a-active actinides, 5]. They are however Impoverished In

both Cs - and (to a lesser extent) Ru Isotopes. This may be an effect of

vaporization of volatile elemental Cs and Ru oxides The studies proved

local origin of "B" type RPs with a memory of some local physical conditions

in the reactor, exposure time of a fuel rod and neutron flux, [61. These

findings mean that "B" type HPs were released before meltinp of the reactor

core (if this happened in the course of the accident).

The "A" type HPs are probably the so called "white Jncluslons", 171

present In ntragranular regions of riated fuel under norma) reactor

operation. This hypothesis Is supported to some eent. by absence amongst

the 'A' type HPs the ones originated fom yunger and so - less fracture(]

material fuel rods 6.

It would be of Interest to compare Chernobyl hot particles with the oes

from nuclear weapon tests of the past (the more so as for the latter exlut

some epidemiological data on concentration of hot particles In lngs of

people who died in 1962-64, see Chap. 12 In Ref. 81 for references to the
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subject). Unfortunately, data for an extensive comparison are to scarce to

be representative and not fully compatible. In Fig. 2 a comparison of the

activities (A) for HPs of the two sets Is given. Data for nuclear weapon

tests are quoted after Ref. [81 whereas those for the Chernobyl accident

come from our studies.
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Fig. 2

One can notice that most part of Hs from nuclear weapon test falls In the

low-activity region (obeying roughly A2 distribution rule, [8]. An average

activity of the "A" type HPs collected by our group Is equal to 19 kBq - an

order of magnitude higher than the one for "B" type Ps (1.1 kBq). It should

be pointed out that the difference between the two distributions on the

low-activity side of the figure reflects ather different detection

thresholds than the reality. Nevertheless, on the basis of Fig. 2 one can

make a conservative conclusion that Chernobyl hot particles found n Europe

were, In general, more active In comparison to �the ones from nuclear weapon

tests.

Hot particles, when Inhaled and deposited in lungs may pose great

radiological hazard. There are some suggestions that active hot particles

may be more dangerous in comparison to cc-active aerosols of the same

activity 9 101. This is due to relatively wide "ring" of the Irradiated

tissue with sublethal, but having carcinogenic effect, doses around such a

particle (for an ix-particle most the damage results In production of

necrotic tissue unable to develop cancer). As Is pointed out by many authors

13-actIve aerosols are also less studied [111. This facts make further

Investigations of radiological consequences of the Chernobyl hot particles

Indispensable. This concerns In particular epidemiological Investigations of
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high-risk groups (e.g. feld- and dusty environments workers).
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